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The scene at Sinai Exodus There the clouds and lightnings were not so much tokens of coming judgment as
the symbols of that righteous power which can show itself in judgment. The Spirit of God in His manifold
powers is thus described under emblems of fire. Not merely as a fire of judgment. The baptism of the Holy
Spirit is a baptism of fire Matthew 3: The flaming presence purges the spirit from sin. The Holy Spirit
consumes evil. May there not be allusion to the covenant with Abraham, which was ratified by fire? Lamps, or
torches, of fire lampades puros, LXX. If this be correct, the vision of this chapter reminds us that God is ever
mindful of His covenant. The rainbow, the token of the covenant with Noah; the flaming torches, tokens of the
covenant with Abraham; and the thunderings and lightnings, the tokens of the covenant at Sinai, are ever with
Him. Comp, also Ezekiel 1: Pulpit Commentary Verse 5. The present tense see on ver. The whole symbolical
of the power and majesty of God, as of old he manifested his presence on Sinai. And there were seven lamps
of fire burning before the throne, which are the seven Spirits of God. The Holy Spirit, represented in his
sevenfold operation, by lamps, which illumine. The same idea is expressed under another figure in Revelation
5: Matthew Henry Commentary 4: The apostle saw a throne set in heaven, an emblem of the universal
dominion of Jehovah. He saw a glorious One upon the throne, not described by human features, so as to be
represented by a likeness or image, but only by his surpassing brightness. The rainbow is a fit emblem of that
covenant of promise which God has made with Christ, as the Head of the church, and with all his people in
him. The prevailing colour was a pleasant green, showing the reviving and refreshing nature of the new
covenant. Four-and-twenty seats around the throne, were filled with four-and-twenty elders, representing,
probably, the whole church of God. Their sitting denotes honour, rest, and satisfaction; their sitting about the
throne signifies nearness to God, the sight and enjoyment they have of him. They were clothed in white
raiment; the imputed righteousness of the saints and their holiness: Lightnings and voices came from the
throne; the awful declarations God makes to his church, of his sovereign will and pleasure. Seven lamps of fire
were burning before the throne; the gifts, graces, and operations of the Spirit of God in the churches of Christ,
dispensed according to the will and pleasure of Him who sits upon the throne. In the gospel church, the laver
for purification is the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ, which cleanses from all sin. In this all must be washed, to
be admitted into the gracious presence of God on earth, and his glorious presence in heaven. The apostle saw
four living creatures, between the throne and the circle of the elders, standing between God and the people.
These seem to signify the true ministers of the gospel, because of their place between God and the people.
This also is shown by the description given, denoting wisdom, courage, diligence, and discretion, and the
affections by which they mount up toward heaven.
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Nevertheless, traditional business models are no longer sustainable and high-quality publications, like ours,
are being forced to look for new ways to keep going. Unlike many other news organizations, we have not put
up a paywall. We want to keep our journalism open and accessible and be able to keep providing you with
news and analyses from the frontlines of Israel, the Middle East and the Jewish World. As one of our loyal
readers, we ask you to be our partner. The report identified two unusual flights on the Damascus-Beirut route
that had been carried out by a fake Iranian airline flying on behalf of the Quds Force. The US channel further
provided locations and timetables of the suspicious flights. So far, the Lebanese directorate of civil aviation
confirmed the existence of these flights, but denied the claim that they were used to transport munitions. In the
last week of September, during his speech to the UN General Assembly, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu claimed that Israel had accumulated evidence showing that Iran is helping Hezbollah develop
accurate missiles pointed at Israeli towns and cities. Yet we now know that Hezbollah spent years building up
an arsenal akin to that of a conventional army. It violated the sovereignty of Lebanon, and continues to do so
to this very day. The Beirut-Rafic Hariri International Airport has been particularly important to Hezbollah in
recent years, as the smuggling of weapons into Lebanon grew more difficult. Israeli air raids have de facto
stopped the transfer of munitions from Syria into Lebanon. With both the land and sea paths blocked,
Hezbollah has been ramping up its smuggling operations via the air. It is a reflection of Lebanese society: Yet
our exaggerated focus on allowing free speech blinded us from noticing the new ideas that we allowed to
propagate: Allowing these kinds of ideologies â€” the same ones that gave rise to organizations like Islamic
State â€” to spread throughout our societies proved to be more dangerous than limiting freedom of speech. We
must therefore remember that freedom of expression involves more than just providing everyone with a
platform to voice his or her agenda. Sometimes, the prisoner proves to be crueler than the prison guard. The
talk of democratization that has swept the Arab world is overwhelmingly dangerous unless it is accompanied
by a profound discussion about the responsibility of our governments to simultaneously protect our other
rights. This kind of discussion has been absent from the minds of Arab leaders. Without talking about the
limits of democracy we are paving our way towards disaster. Allowing the ignorant voices within our societies
come to the fore under the guise of democracy will make us crave our long-forgotten days of tyranny and
oppression. In fact, if we are to believe the statements made by Russian Defense Minister Sergey Shoygu, this
move is just the first of several punitive measures carried out by Russia against Israel. Shoygu also spoke
about providing the Syrian Air Defense with electronic warfare systems that would hinder the Israeli ability to
operate freely in Syrian airspace. In the past two years, Israeli air strikes have destroyed nearly Iranian sites
and facilities in Syria and have prevented the transfer of weapons to Lebanon. Tel Aviv has done so while
losing only one fighter jet. This has been made possible thanks to a close coordination mechanism between
Israel and Russia. The recent shooting down of a Russian airplane with its 15 crew members on board will
undoubtedly burden Israeli-Russian relations. Yet it is still too soon to jump to conclusions. The Russians
view themselves as the ultimate patrons of Syria. Similarly, while Moscow is busy punishing Israel, it is
quietly expelling Iranian forces away from Syria at the very request of Tel Aviv. Putin tends to keep his cards
close to his chest; rarely does he reveal his true intentions to the public. There are those who gloat and
celebrate the end of the Israeli-Russian love affair. I would advise them to be a little more prudent and wait to
see what tomorrow brings. There is more in these relations than meets the eye. It will feel, sound and look just
as if the Star of the East were there herself. Putting aside the technological aspect of this show which is
impressive in and of itself , this concert is remarkable for yet another reason: As an Egyptian, this provides me
with a deep feeling of pride that words simply cannot express. During our darkest and most difficult days,
Umm Kulthum organized concerts around the Arab world to raise funds for our country. She supported the
Egyptian Army. She held campaigns for Egyptian children. Most importantly, she was loved and admired by
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fans throughout the Arab world, who listened to her voice and felt that they were part of something bigger
than themselves. Today, in , this sense of unity seems long gone. There is not a single star, let alone a leader,
who can unite the Arab world. Umm Kulthum had that power. She was a singer, but also a political symbol.
Everything she stood for and represented is so painfully absent from our lives today. Therefore, this concert is
an important reminder; it is a message of hope for a better future for the Middle East, in which we, as Arabs,
can see beyond our differences, overcome political divisions, and take pride in our shared cultural heritage.
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dental, dental laboratory, identity dental, marketing, podcast, technician, voices from the bench Elvis is joined by Grace
Rizza, Founder and CEO of Identity Dental Marketing, talking about the dental laboratories' role in dentist marketing to
patients.

For more information, please see the website within the tweeky file if you would like to get adventurous. Once
you have made the appropriate voice changes, restart NVDA and you should hear your new voice! If you are
not happy with what you hear, repeat the process by changing the numbers until you hear a voice you are
happy with. This exercise may also give you a new appreciation for those who create voices for screen
readers! Making your own E Speak Voices If you have a bit of time to waste and would like to try and make
one of your own E Speak voices, the following website will assist you in making a voice and give you a better
understanding of what to do when making one. The link is http: Pick a voice you like the sound of, and either
use the tweeky voice as a basic guide to making one, or go up to the website for much more detailed
information on how to make one. It is a lot easier to leave your file in the! Just make sure you have named it
something different from the rest so you can identify it easily. The variants can be opened up with notepad and
modified quite easily once you know which relevant values to change within the file. Then, it is a matter of
selecting your voice and seeing what the difference is soundwise. Each time you alter a value in the voice you
have created, you will need to save the changes. More free speech synthesisers for NVDA NVDA comes with
the E-speak voices by default, but you can also download some other voices to test them out if you would like
to do so. The advantage to using the E-speak, Pico and Festival voices, is that they can go portable! Not all
voice synthesisers can go portable on a USB stick. Please click on the links below should you wish to try some
of them out. You can convert your text into mp3 and have it read back to you. Firstly, you will need the
Microsoft Speech Platform to be able to run them. If you have not downloaded the Microsoft Speech Platform,
it is available from the following link http: If you have downloaded the Microsoft Speech Platform, you can
get version 11 voices for it called Runtime Languages from the following link The heading on the page should
be: You are looking for the TTS ones. Once downloaded, double click on the file and it will automatically set
up to the correct location. In the dropdown list of synthesizers select Microsoft Speech Platform Tab to OK
and press Enter. You can of course alter the rate, pitch and volume to suit your own needs. You will need to
make sure that if you have version I have found ZiraPro and Helen to be very clear. The voices speak English,
but you have a choice of different dialects. SpeechHub is a collection of synths and voices combined into one
package. You will need NVDA Once the package has been downloaded and installed, you will need to also
locate the SpeechHub add-on, and install that before the package will work. To obtain a copy of SpeechHub,
you will need to go to the following link, which can be found at http: Please read the sections on how to either
install or upgrade SpeechHub and especially how to install the add-on required to make the package work. The
location to find the add-on will be different for a 32 bit and 64 bit machine, so please read the relevant
directions on that page to locate it for your operating system. You can listen to an audio demonstration on how
to install SpeechHub, and also how to locate the add-on required to make it run. This audio tutorial was done
using a Windows 7 64bit machine. These voices, which have proven to be popular on iPhones and the Mac,
can now all be purchased for one affordable price for use with NVDA. Whether you use NVDA installed on
one computer, or carry it around with you for access at anytime on a USB flash drive, these performant and
high-quality voices will be there when you need them. Purchasing Vocalizer today for 75 EUR gives you
access to over 50 different voices covering more than 30 major languages. Purchases can also be made
through a range of local distributors, of which 10 EUR will be donated to the project. For more information
about Vocalizer with NVDA, trial downloads and a list of distributors, please visit https: Please see the main
download page for supported synthesisers, or alternatively, you can also look in the user manual for supported
synthesisers. It can be installed on up to three 3 copies of NVDA, and there is also a 7 day trial available so
you can try out the above package. To find out more please visit the following link http: Now available to
screen reader users is a sapi 5 version of the Eloquence synth. There is a 7 day demo so you can try it out. It
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can be installed onto 3 copies of NVDA or other screen readers. Please visit the following link to find out
more information. To purchase a copy of this sapi 5 Eloquence package please go to http: Global plugins will
only go in the global plugins directory; whereas app modules will only go into the app modules directory and
so on. You will need to check where they need to go in your specific version of NVDA, as these will differ
slightly depending on whether you are using an installer version or a portable version. How to install older
plugins or app modules the old manual way prior to They will pretty much go to the same areas, except that
they will go into different folders within the user configuration directory. For example, the new ocr plugin will
have to be pasted within the global plugin directory user config Arrow down to reload plugins and press enter.
This should reload your new plugin so it is ready to be used. Looking for additional information about plugins
or app modules etcetera In some cases when you install plugins into NVDA and check out the about section
about the plugin, it may not have all of the instructions there on how to use the plugin. In most cases, the
instructions will be there, but if not, please see the sections on how to install plugins the old manual way, so
that you can have a look inside the plugin folder for more instructions. For example the bookmark and search
plugin. You may need to look for a readme file to give you more information. Although most people will be
using the new add-on manager, you may still need to refer back to the old manual way to find the extra
information about that particular plugin or app module etcetera. Introduction to creating global plugins, app
modules and scripting in general If you would like an overview and some examples on the basics of making a
plugin - or app module - for the NVDA screen reader, please visit http: It is for scripting plugins for the
NVDA screen reader. Here you may be able to find notes and resources on scripting plugins for the NVDA
screen reader. The website can be found at http: Next, arrow down to the tools menu; then arrow down to
manage add-ons, and press enter. The next screen that will come up will be the add-ons manager. Tab around
to the install button, then press enter. Once you have located the add-on, press enter again. A message will
come up asking you if you want to install the add-on. Just click on yes and the add-on will be installed. This
will put the add-on into the correct location depending on what type of add-on it is. For example, if it is a
plugin it will go to the plugin directory and so on. Tab around to close. It will ask you to restart NVDA.
Restart, and the add-on should be installed. To find out about an add-on or to check to see if one was installed
correctly, press the Insert key and the letter N to bring up the preferences menu. The first screen that NVDA
will default to, will be the installed add-ons list. Here, you can arrow up and down to see what add-ons are
available if any. If there are no add-ons available, there will be nothing showing in the list. The next time you
tab, it will land on the about add-on button. Here once you press enter you will be able to see the name of the
add-on, the author, version number, and any other additional information about it for example what keys to
use to perform a particular task. There will be three buttons after this box. Tab to the close button. NVDA
must be restarted for add-ons to take effect, for both the install process and the removal of add-ons. To remove
an add-on, press the Insert key and the letter N to bring up the preferences menu. Arrow down to tools, a sub
menu will come up , then arrow down to manage add-ons, and press enter. The add-on manager will come up
with a list of installed add-ons. Locate the one you want to remove, then tab around to the remove button, and
press enter to remove it. You will be asked if you want to remove it; just click on yes. Once done, tab around
to the close button, and it will ask you to restart NVDA. Restart, and the add-on should be removed. If you
check back in the add-ons manager list now, you will notice that it has been removed. Follow the prompts
on-screen. This will make it a lot simpler to install the new repackaged add-ons that NVDA can use. This will
replace the older way of installing the same add-ons which was done manually. The new add-on site can be
found at http: Visually, you will not see this happen, but it will ask you if you wish to install the add-on. Say
yes to this.
4: List of fictional computers - Wikipedia
The migrant caravan from Central America is 1, miles away from the nearest U.S. Mexico border. However President
Trump is asking the Defense Secretary Jim Mattis to sign an order to send or more troops to the southern border to
support the Border Patrol.
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High quality voices to improve your computing experience Showing all 11 results Default sorting Sort by popularity Sort
by average rating Sort by latest Sort by price: low to high Sort by price: high to low.

6: Catherine Taber - IMDb
Voices in a Dark Room, a Various Artists Compilation. Released in April on Honeymoon (catalog no. honey four / honey
five; Cassette). Genres: Post-Industrial, Tape Music.

7: 09/27/ | Voices From The Readers - September 28, | News Ocean City MD
Voices From The Readers - September 28, Sep 27, by Special to the Dispatch. Devoid Of Compassion. Editor: I moved
to this area a year ago to escape the hassles of city life and to be.
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